Semiconducting π-Extended Tetrathiafulvalene Derivatives.
Tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) has been one of the most studied compounds, since the discovery of electrical conductivity as a charge-transfer complex in combination with tetracyano-p-quinodimethane (TCNQ) in 1973. In 2004, TTF was realized in a new light as an innate semiconductor material, as well as conductor and superconductor material. Because of the ready modification of its core skeleton and better solubility than that of acene compounds, many TTF derivatives have been reported to attain better charge-carrier mobility for field-effect transistor devices. Considering the high charge-carrier mobility of acene and TTF derivatives, annulation of the acene and TTF moieties is expected to improve the charge-carrier mobilities. This Minireview focuses on the syntheses, crystal structures, and electronic properties of state-of-the-art π-extended TTF derivatives, based on the history of the development of TTF derivatives. The relationship between the packing structure and charge-carrier mobilities is also discussed.